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A Lead Management and Sales Engagement implementation is not just about distributing leads and ensuring 

salespeople are actively following up on their leads. To elevate your sales team, you need great leads and lots of 

them. While ClickPoint Lead Manager does not ensure you are always going to get great leads, it does help you 

identify problem lead sources which are critical to the success of your team. The easier you can identify strong lead 

sources while removing underperforming ones, the faster you will scale your sales team.

Email Nurture

ClickPoint Lead Manager features an email nurture 

solution that enables marketing departments to add 

their HTML or plain text emails for delivery to leads 

based on a variety of factors. Emails can be automatically 

sent every time a lead is updated, by time interval, or 

when a prospect opens the email. ClickPoint can deliver 

notifications to the corresponding salesperson by modal 

or email when an email is opened. The email nurture 

solution will show open and delivery results, even ISP 

delivery. If there is another email solution you already 

use, don’t worry the ClickPoint API can send notifications 

to external solutions.

Best Practices that Drive Marketing Results

The first roadblock that prevents marketing teams from 

being able to improve lead quality, lead quantity, and 

improve lead conversion is lack of transparency from 

the sales floor when it comes to lead conversion. 

ClickPoint takes into account not only Lead Source 

tracking but takes it a step further with Marketing 

Channel and Campaign tracking. The Campaign solution 

allows you to set a price per lead and a budget.

The budget is critical for determining success from 

social media and cost per click campaigns where

a predetermined lead price is not known. With 

Campaign budgets, ClickPoint Lead Manager will 

identify your lead cost, which is then used to determine 

metrics like CPA (Cost Per Acquisition) which tells you 

how each Campaign is performing.

Marketing Overview

Improve the Quality of Leads

Increase the Quantity of Leads

Increase Lead-to-Customer Conversion
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What are the Most Important Objectives
for Your Lead Generation Strategy in the Year Ahead?
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ClickPoint is built to integrate easily with other 

software applications and services. The REST API is

a cornerstone of the ClickPoint Lead Manager solution. 

Clients have access to make changes to data within

the solution and pull data from the solution through

the available REST API. The ClickPoint REST API makes it 

easy to pull data into powerful BI reporting solutions or 

other third party applications.

REST API

ClickPoint Software is committed to improving the lives 

of salespeople and their managers by creating sales 

software that enables sales teams to generate more 

revenue for themselves. ClickPoint is actively 

transforming sales organizations through the 

implementation of their products; ClickPoint Lead 

Manager™, ClickPoint RingResponse™, and LeadExec 

Lead Distribution™. Not just a software company, 

ClickPoint employees embody a shared commitment to 

the success of every customer by providing Amazing 

support. From its headquarters in Scottsdale, Arizona 

ClickPoint has been empowering companies both large 

and small to dial more leads, sell faster and more 

efficiently, which leads to more revenue and 

commission.
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